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ReviewAfter the Holy Grail:
Establishing a Molecular Basis
for Mammalian Olfaction
mation must derive from the nature of the stimulus and
the way in which it is initially represented upon transduc-
tion. Early anatomical studies suggested that initial sig-
nals generated by the olfactory receptor neurons of the
epithelium were extensively processed at an initial relay
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station, the olfactory bulb (OB), at the front of the brain.725 N Wolfe Street
This contrasts with the significant processing that oc-Baltimore, Maryland 21205
curs within the retina where the primary signals from
photoreceptor cells are integrated and processed lo-
cally by many cell types before ganglion cells project thisThe quest to identify mammalian odorant receptors
information to subsequent brain areas. This organizationwas a triumph of molecular biology. The characteriza-
may reflect the importance of spatial information in inter-tion of these molecules has provided extraordinary
pretation of visual stimuli. The organization of the mam-insight into the strategy used by one neuronal system
malian olfactory bulb is anatomically unique. A few thou-to organize sensory structures and code complex in-
sand discrete glomeruli receive axonal input from theformation. The odorant receptor genes have also
epithelium as well as dendritic and axonal projectionsserved as powerful tools in understanding genomic
from multiple cells types within the bulb. These glomeruliorganization and gene regulation.
are functional units in processing olfactory information.
The receptors responsible for the initial transductionMy Fifth Wonder is the olfactory receptor cell,
of odorant stimuli provide the key element to developlocated in the epithelial tissue high in the nose,
a framework for understanding function and organiza-sniffing the air for clues to the environment, the
tion at the cellular, anatomical, and systems level. Thefragrance of friends, the smell of leaf smoke,
analysis of these receptors has fundamentally changedbreakfast, nighttime and bedtime, and a rose,
our approach to characterizing the olfactory system.even, it is said, the odor of sanctity.… If and
Although the importance of receptor protein in olfactorywhen we reach an understanding of these cells
discrimination and detection had long been anticipated,and their functions, including the moods and
few if any investigators would have suspected the directwhims under their governance, we will know a
role of these molecules in establishing the organizationlot more about the mind than we do now, a world
and molecular logic of the mammalian olfactory system.away.
The identification of the genes encoding odorant re-
ceptors had its origin in the biochemical and molecular-Lewis Thomas (1983)
genetic analysis of signal transduction systems. In par-
ticular, the characterization of the components of theThe Identification of Odorant Receptors
mammalian visual system, with its handful of receptorsThe ability of the mammalian olfactory system to detect
initiating a G protein-coupled signaling pathway, pro-an enormous array of structurally diverse volatile stimuli
vided a paradigm for encoding information on the inten-with extraordinary sensitivity and specificity has fasci-
sity and quality of sensory stimulus. Moreover, the struc-nated philosophers, writers, and scientists for centuries.
tural similarity of the light-sensitive opsins and manyA pivotal event in understanding the mechanisms of
neurotransmitter and hormone receptors extended toolfaction came with the identification of the genes en-
small regions of conserved amino acid sequence thatcoding odorant receptors in 1991 (Buck and Axel, 1991).
could be leveraged to identify new families of G protein-In the past dozen years, these receptors have created
coupled receptors (GPCRs).a new framework for anatomical, electrophysiological,
Pioneering biochemical (Boekhoff et al., 1990a, 1990b;and behavioral studies that have challenged long-held
Firestein et al., 1991; Pace et al., 1985) and electophy-views and presented new puzzles.
siological (Firestein et al., 1991; Lowe et al., 1989; Na-The ten million sensory neurons at the back of the
kamura and Gold, 1987) experiments implicated a Gnose form a sensory epithelium that mediates the initial
protein-mediated pathway in mammalian and insect ol-detection and transduction of odorant stimuli. The differ-
faction and suggested a specific role for cyclic AMP
ential responses of individual cells to single odorants
and IP3, respectively, in these two phyla. The presencefrom the spectrum of ten to one hundred thousand
of olfactory-specific transduction proteins that medi-
chemical structures that humans can discriminate lies ated the downstream signaling events (Bakalyar and
at the heart of the sensitivity and specificity of this sys- Reed, 1990; Dhallan et al., 1990; Jones and Reed, 1989;
tem. The molecular genetic differences in these neurons, Ludwig et al., 1990) strongly implicated cAMP signaling
the number of odorant receptor types, and the response as a common pathway for odorant transduction but pro-
profile of each receptor protein define the physiological vided little insight into the identity of the receptors, the
properties of that cell. More importantly, for these re- complexity of the receptor family, or their pattern of
sponses to be effectively perceived by the animal, prin- expression in the sensory epithelium.
ciples for organizing and processing this sensory infor- The landmark publication by Buck and Axel (Buck
and Axel, 1991) that identified genes encoding odorant
receptors (ORs) was based on an elegant hypothesis*Correspondence: rreed@jhmi.edu
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powered by degenerate oligonucleotide-based PCR am- estimated mammalian genes. Interestingly, dramatic dif-
ferences in the frequency of pseudogenes are observedplification. They reasoned that a large gene family suffi-
in rodents and humans with only a few percent defectivecient to detect thousands of chemical structures would
genes in mouse and nearly two thirds of the human ORsresult in amplified DNA fragments comprised of multiple
lacking intact open reading frames (Young and Trask,molecular species. The subsequent characterization of
2002). The analysis of other genomes is consistent withindividual cloned isolates revealed a novel family of re-
the notion that we may have lost many of our receptorlated cDNAs that shared hallmarks with other known
genes when we became bipedal and removed our nosesGPCRs. The properties of this gene family fulfilled sev-
from the ground. Additional analysis of the OR subfamil-eral other criteria predicted for the long-sought odorant
ies in rodents and humans suggests that entire subfamil-receptors. Namely, there were hundreds of related re-
ies have been lost during the divergence of these spe-ceptors encoded in the mammalian genome, and the
cies while others have been significantly expanded.expression of these receptors was restricted to olfactory
These species-specific genetic expansions and con-epithelium. The molecular identification of these odorant
tractions likely reflect the differences in odor environ-receptors has driven intense interdisciplinary efforts fo-
ment and behaviorally relevant stimuli.cused on three broad questions. How is the OR gene
A number of forces drive the dynamic evolution of thefamily in different species organized and their expres-
OR gene family. The organization of OR genes, distrib-sion regulated? What is the ligand selectivity of individ-
uted onto essentially every chromosome, contributes toual odorant receptors and how does this define odorant
this rapid evolution. Highly homologous receptors arecoding at the cellular level? What is the role of odorant
tightly clustered in the genome and are frequently lo-receptors in the anatomical and functional organization
cated at subtelomeric regions where genetic exchangeof the olfactory epithelium, olfactory bulb, and in higher
is favored (Mefford and Trask, 2002). In addition, unequalbrain centers? This review summarizes our current un-
recombination between related receptors within a geno-derstanding in each of these areas and highlights major
mic cluster may contribute to the expansion of specificunresolved issues in olfactory research.
subfamilies (Lane et al., 2001).
The identification and characterization of mammalianGenomic Organization and Evolution of ORs
odorant receptors led to signature amino acid se-Biochemical and genomic considerations provide broad
quences that are readily observed in other vertebratetheoretical constraints on the size of the odorant recep-
ORs. Interestingly, aquatic species possess characteris-tor repertoire (Lancet et al., 1993). The detection and
tic protein motifs that are shared with a subset of Xeno-discrimination of ten thousand or more structurally dis-
pus receptors expressed during the aquatic phase oftinct compounds represents a fundamentally greater
their development (Freitag et al., 1995). These motifschallenge than faced by the opsins capturing photons
are also observed in a subset of mammalian ORs al-that differ only in their energy. The generation of many
though the ligands for these receptors are unknownmore receptor types with the ability to differentially bind
(Zhang and Firestein, 2002). After Xenopus metamor-these diverse ligands is required for detection and, more
phosis, a second class of receptors, more similar to
importantly, discrimination. While these considerations
those seen in air-breathing mammals, are expressed
argued for an exceptionally large family of ORs, the
(Freitag et al., 1995).
structure of GPCR receptors present a formidable ob-
The sequence similarities first recognized by Buck
stacle to an immunoglobulin-like mechanism for gener- and Axel and shared among the vertebrate families of
ating hypervariable regions and enormous diversity in ORs do not extend to invertebrates. The major second
receptor protein. In GPCRs, the amino acids that con- messengers utilized in these organisms differ, and in
tribute to ligand binding are distributed among several some cases, the limited number of receptor cells in the
transmembrane domains, and multiple recombination simplest organisms imposes a fundamentally different
events, each with a propensity to generate defective molecular logic for odorant detection. The elucidation
protein, would have been required to create diversity of the molecular basis of olfaction in Drosophila has
in this system. The utilization of a fixed, though large, paralleled the progress in mammalian systems and, sur-
collection of defined receptors, individually encoded in prisingly, derived initially from genomic rather than ge-
the genome, has an important consequence for receptor netic approaches (Clyne et al., 1999; Vosshall et al.,
organization in this constantly regenerating neuronal 1999). The rapid evolution experienced by the GPCRs
system. Namely, the expression of a diverse but defined that mediate olfaction have frustrated efforts to identify
family of individually encoded receptors results in large receptors in other insects by homology-based methods.
neuronal populations expressing identical receptor pro- However, the advent of genomic analysis in these spe-
teins. The subsequent organization of olfactory bulb cies has revealed GPCR families that likely participate
connectivity and circuitry for processing odorant infor- in odor detection (Fox et al., 2001). In C. elegans, analysis
mation appears to be critically dependent on this fact. of chemosensory mutants led to the identification of
The initial estimates of several hundred genes for the a family of GPCRs that detect volatile attractants and
OR repertoire in rodents and humans (Buck and Axel, repellants (Sengupta et al., 1996; Troemel et al., 1995).
1991; Buck, 1992; Levy et al., 1991) has been expanded A surprising outcome of these genetic and genomic
by whole genome sequence analysis to more than one studies is the relatively large number of receptor genes
thousand genes in each species (Niimura and Nei, 2003; in spite of the variation in genome size. This suggests
Zhang and Firestein, 2002). The OR genes are unusually that the size of the OR repertoire in all organisms,
compact, with the entire protein coded in a single exon. roughly 100 to 1000 genes, is determined by the neces-
sity to cover a broad segment of odor space.This gene family comprises between 1% and 3% of
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Regulated Expression of Individual ORs lated exons followed by an intron of 3–10 kb and a single
The coding of odor identity is facilitated by a large OR coding region exon, DNA sequence homology in the
family only if this genetic diversity is converted into dif- promoters is extremely limited in all but the most highly
ferential responses at the cellular level. One of the most related receptors (Lane et al., 2001, 2002). The genera-
important early experiments made possible by the clon- tion of reporter transgenes utilizing large and small re-
ing of OR genes was an examination of the distribution gions surrounding a reporter-tagged OR locus have pro-
of individual receptors within the epithelium. In situ hy- duced an inconsistent view regarding the location of
bridization of individual OR genes to sections of olfac- essential sequences to recapitulate normal OR expres-
tory epithelium revealed that each receptor was ex- sion (Qasba and Reed, 1998; Serizawa et al., 2000; Vas-
pressed by only a small fraction of olfactory neurons salli et al., 2002). In two studies, DNA sequences several
(Ressler et al., 1993; Vassar et al., 1993). Further statisti- kilobases upstream of the OR transcription start sites
cal considerations suggested that each cell expressed were sufficient to direct the stochastic, zonal-restricted
only one or at most a few receptor genes. The applica- expression pattern characteristic of receptor genes
tion of PCR methods has supported the conclusion that (Qasba and Reed, 1998; Vassalli et al., 2002). Promoter
each cell expresses only one receptor (Chess et al., regions as small as 500 base pairs retain most aspects
1994; Malnic et al., 1999) although recent experiments of regulated expression.
have refined this One OR – One Neuron rule (Serizawa The presence of binding sites for O/E proteins, impli-
et al., 2003). cated in transcriptional regulation of other olfactory-
More than a decade after the identification of mamma- specific genes, are the only conserved elements identi-
lian ORs, the mechanisms responsible for selective ex- fied in the region sufficient for reporter expression. Inter-
pression of a single OR gene in each neuron represent estingly, these O/E binding sites can be identified in
one of the most challenging problems in gene regulation. many OR promoters and therefore may reflect a com-
Early studies revealed that the OR expressed in each mon cis-element essential for receptor expression (Vas-
cell was derived from only one of the two alleles present salli et al., 2002). At one receptor locus, analyzed by
in the genome (Chess et al., 1994), and the choice of yeast artificial chromosome (YAC) transgenesis, a DNA
which allele was random in each cell. An attractive as- sequence 80 kb upstream of the OR gene is required
pect of this expression is that genetic variation between for expression of all of the receptors in the genomic
the two alleles at a single locus can produce differential cluster. This regulatory sequence is conserved between
stimulus response profiles in the two cell populations. human and mouse (Serizawa et al., 2003). Whether dis-
The mono-allelic expression of OR genes was correlated tant regulatory elements are unique to this receptor clus-
with an asynchronous replication of OR loci in all mouse ter or alternatively are a common characteristic of many
cells. While one model suggested that the two alleles receptor genes awaits the characterization of additional
for one receptor are chosen for expression and one is OR loci. Regardless, the accurate recapitulation of re-
silenced by an “allelic exclusion,” several current mod- ceptor expression and ability to manipulate critical se-
els suggest that each of the 2000 OR alleles present in quences in these model systems suggests that the
the mouse genome are functioning independently with- mechanisms directing the highly regulated expression
out specific interaction of the two alleles of a given critical for olfaction may soon be elucidated.
receptor locus (Reed, 2000; Serizawa et al., 2000). Allelic
selection, the mechanism for ensuring that one OR is
The Role of OR Protein in Regulationexpressed in each cell, is then simplified to a require-
of Receptor Expressionment to silence all receptor alleles but one, or alterna-
Recently, transgenic models have revealed a remark-tively, to activate a single receptor allele from the entire
able feedback mechanism that ensures the expressionrepertoire. An understanding of the phenomenon of
of a single OR in each neuron. The expression of a singleasynchronous replication shared by all OR loci and its
functional OR in each neuron has been documented inrole, if any, in mono-allelic expression awaits genetic
several studies. However, when OR promoters drovesystems in which this process is perturbed.
expression of a reporter that replaced the OR codingNeurons expressing individual OR genes are not dis-
region, additional ORs were coexpressed in these cellstributed uniformly across the sensory epithelium. Initial
(Serizawa et al., 2003; Lewcock and Reed, 2004). Thein situ hybridization experiments indicated that each
analogous constructs in which an OR sequence wasreceptor was compartmentalized into one of four ex-
present in the transgene mRNA, but could not be trans-pression zones organized along the dorsal/ventral axis
lated into protein, confirmed that it is the OR protein(Ressler et al., 1993; Vassar et al., 1993). Subsequent
that provides a feedback signal to preclude expressionanalysis with additional receptors suggests a more com-
of additional OR genes. An important corollary of theseplex pattern in which receptor subfamilies occupy char-
studies is that activation of an OR pseudogene fails toacteristic domains that partially or completely overlap
initiate this feedback circuit and permits the subsequentthose of other receptors. Receptors in the same subfam-
expression of a second, functional OR protein in theseily crosshybridize in these in situ experiments and thus
cells (Serizawa et al., 2003).define their expression zone, but this crossreactivity
The identification of the OR protein as a critical com-may obscure even finer structure in receptor expres-
ponent in regulating OR expression represents a newsion patterns.
and unanticipated avenue of investigation. The compo-The mechanisms that control OR expression have
nents of the pathway that signals from OR protein on thebeen addressed by genomic and genetic techniques.
plasma membrane to OR loci in the nucleus is unknown.Although mammalian OR genes share a remarkably con-
served organization with one or a few small 5 untrans- Although a direct examination of receptor regulation in
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Figure 1. A Model for OR Expression
(A) Cells in the olfactory epithelium expressing two different ORs show distinct laminar organization. In the top panel, cells identified by in
situ hybridization are located in apical regions of the epithelium. In the lower panel, labeled cells are restricted to a region near the basal
lamina (dotted red line) where neuronal progenitors reside before migration.
(B) A schematic model that incorporates stochastic expression, feedback regulation, and laminar organization. Progenitor cells (green) begin
migrating through the epithelium. Some receptor loci are preferentially expressed early in the differentiation process and if these functional
ORs are chosen for expression, the cells exit the migration pathway and complete terminal differentiation. Other receptors are characteristically
expressed later, and these cells exit in a similar fashion nearer the apical surface. Receptor null cells never complete the differentiation
process required for retention in the epithelium and are lost.
mice deficient for components of the odorant signaling involves the molecular cloning of the ORs expressed in
dissociated olfactory neurons that respond to particularpathway has not been reported, these animals do not
display some of the axonal targeting defects that might odorant stimuli (Malnic et al., 1999; Touhara et al., 1999).
While this results in a survey of the cells in a populationbe expected of cells lacking this feedback pathway and
suggests that an independent pathway mediated by that produce the most robust responses to one or a
collection of odorants, these results require reconfirma-ORs insures monoallelic receptor expression.
A pathway that utilizes OR protein to propagate a tion by subsequent re-expression of the cloned receptor
and examination of its ligand specificity. In a variationfeedback signal may also explain the characteristic lami-
nar organization observed for the expression of some of this approach, the generation of bicistronic, OR re-
porter-tagged cells allows one to focus on the identifica-receptors (Strotmann et al., 1996). The earliest progeni-
tors in olfactory neuron differentiation are located near tion of ligands that can activate the labeled cells (Bozza
et al., 2002). This analysis, though effort intensive, pro-the basal lamina of the epithelium. These cells migrate
apically as they differentiate and begin to express ORs. vides a more robust and reproducible system for identi-
fying ligands of identified receptors. The application ofIf the activation of individual receptor loci is temporally
regulated during this migration, the same signal that intrinsic optical imaging methods allows one to visualize
active areas of the olfacatory bulb (Belluscio and Katz,limits the expression of additional receptors may also
cause the OR-expressing cells to terminate this apical 2001; Meister and Bonhoeffer, 2001) and may provide
a map useful for the molecular characterization of thetranslocation and differentiate within restricted lamina
(Figure 1). receptors expressed by convergent primary neurons.
The absence of a robust heterologous expression sys-
tem for odorant receptors has been a major impedimentLigand Recognition and Specificity
to a rigorous characterization of ligand-receptor interac-The molecular knowledge that flowed directly from the
tions for these GPCRs. To date, a limited number ofinitial identification of the large OR family provide over-
receptors have been functionally expressed in heterolo-whelming and compelling, if circumstantial, evidence
gous cell lines, and these expression studies suggestthat these molecules bound ligands and transduced
that the fusion of ORs with the N terminus of a divergentodorant signals. A direct demonstration that one mem-
GPCR assists in proper expression and localization tober of this family could initiate a physiological response
the plasma membrane (Kajiya et al., 2001; Krautwurstto an odorant was first achieved by reintroduction of a
et al., 1998; Touhara et al., 1999; Wetzel et al., 1999).cloned receptor, ORI7, into the epithelium (Zhao et al.,
Whether this failure to properly translocate OR protein1998). The ability of octanal and heptanal, but not shorter
to the cell surface in heterologous systems results fromchain aldehydes, to activate this receptor provided the
the absence of essential cofactors present only in olfac-first measure of selectivity for ORs. Subsequent struc-
tory neurons or, alternatively, the existence of pathwaysture-function studies refined the spectrum of odorants
in heterologous cells that sequester the receptor proteinthat could activate this receptor (Araneda et al., 2000).
in intracellular compartments remains unclear. A com-An alternative approach to the identification of recep-
tors responsible for the detection of particular odorants plete understanding of the selectivity of ligand-OR inter-
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actions and the basis of molecular recognition will likely alleles (Mombaerts et al., 1996; Wang et al., 1998). In
these genetically manipulated mice, a single bicistronicrequire a resolution of this technical challenge.
message encodes the receptor and a modified greenGenetic approaches to elucidating cognate receptor-
fluorescent protein or lacZ protein that localizes to theligand pairs represent a potentially powerful tool capa-
axons and nerve terminals. Although there is some vari-ble of identifying functionally important interactions. The
ability in precision of the targeting, these studies provideexistence of specific anosmias, an inability to detect
strong evidence that projections to additional glomeruliparticular odorants, in humans and mice has long been
do not contribute to circuitry that refines and processesthought to arise from functional diversity of ORs within
sensory information in the bulb. The creation of specificthe respective receptor repertoires (Amoore, 1967; Wy-
reporter-tagged mouse strains has proven to be one ofsocki et al., 1977). In humans and in mice, specific anos-
the most powerful tools in the dissection of the organiza-mias have a strong genetic contribution (Wysocki and
tion and function of the mammalian olfactory system.Beauchamp, 1984). One specific anosmia, the reduced
The mammalian olfactory system undergoes a com-ability to detect isovaleric acid by some strains of mice,
plete topographical reorganization as primary nerve fi-is inherited as a simple Mendelian trait mapping to a
bers project to their target (Treloar et al., 2002) (seesmall region of chromosome 4 (Griff and Reed, 1995).
Figure 2). Axons in the fasciculated bundles that underlieA cluster of murine ORs maps within a 0.5 cM region
the basal lamina are initially arranged according to thethat defines the IVA1 locus and these represent the best
region of the epithelium from which they derive. Uponcandidates for encoding the strain-specific variation in
contact with the olfactory bulb, these axons defascicu-sensitivity to IVA (Zhang and Firestein, 2002).
late and re-assort with axons expressing the same re-A sufficiently comprehensive survey of ligand-recep-
ceptor and converge to create glomeruli at stereotypedtor interactions does not yet exist to resolve a key ques-
positions in the bulb. The observation that axons ex-tion in odorant recognition and transduction. Receptors
pressing identical receptors extensively fasiculate longcould be broadly tuned, capable of binding a wide spec-
before they reach their targets in the bulb suggests thattrum of chemical structures, and deriving ligand identity
self-association may be an important component in thefrom the differential magnitudes of overlapping receptor
organization of this system. The resulting receptor-topicresponses. Alternatively, more narrow receptor tuning
map fundamentally differs from the topographic repre-would result in a system where odor identity is deter-
sentation of the primary sensory structure maintained bymined by the presence or absence of activity in particu-
projection of peripheral neurons to the central nervouslar receptor populations. Although current studies favor
system in most other sensory systems.the former scenario (Araneda et al., 2000), it is not possi-
The OR proteins are directly implicated in the conver-ble to address this important question in the absence
gence to defined glomeruli in the olfactory bulb. Recep-of genetically identified receptor variants that are mani-
tor swap experiments in which the coding region for onefested in differential behavioral or physiological re-
receptor replaces another at its normal genetic locationsponses.
are sufficient, in most circumstances, to redirect those
axons to a location expected for the introduced receptorThe Role of ORs in Axonal Pathfinding
(Bozza et al., 2002; Wang et al., 1998). The amino acids
All sensory systems face a fundamental challenge in
sequences in the receptors that contribute to the self-
information coding, namely the representation of the
association and target selection should be identifiable
external stimulus environment in an organized neuronal by similar mechanisms, and an important molecular un-
structure. The dimensions of the sensory information in derstanding of this process may soon be realized. Inter-
the auditory and visual systems consist of intensity and estingly, the axons from cells expressing the modified,
frequency (or wavelength) and are mapped to initial neu- reporter-tagged allele converge to discrete glomeruli at
ronal processing sites as organized tonotopic and reti- ectopic positions if receptors from different zones are
notopic (spatial) representations, respectively. While swapped (Wang et al., 1998). This impediment may re-
these low-dimension systems provide a ready logic for flect a simple topographic restriction on ventral axons
organization, a basis for olfactory coding was largely reaching their appropriate dorsal target or molecular
undefined before the molecular identification of ORs. barriers to migration combined with their apparent pro-
The ability to selectively label cells expressing particular pensity to fasiculate with other ectopic axons express-
receptors and follow the trajectory of their axons repre- ing the same receptor.
sents one of the most important byproducts of the Buck Olfactory receptors mediate important mechanisms
and Axel experiments. A wealth of studies, made possi- that define the axonal targeting to the olfactory bulb,
ble by the availability of cloned receptors and the ability but additional surface proteins provide repulsive and
to genetically manipulate the mouse germline, have re- attractive cues to create a permissive environment for
vealed an unprecedented precision of axonal pathfind- migration and innervation. One class of pathfinding mol-
ing and a direct role of the OR protein in defining appro- ecules, the ephrins and their receptors, are differentially
priate targets. expressed in distinct receptor populations and may de-
Olfactory neurons expressing a particular receptor termine some aspects of anterior-posterior patterning
display a remarkable convergence of their axons to a (Cutforth et al., 2003). The selective overexpression of
pair of medial and lateral glomeruli in the olfactory bulb. ephrin-A5 in a subset of neurons containing one OR
This convergence, observed initially by in situ hybridiza- results in those neurons converging to a more anterior
tion that detected OR mRNA in the axon terminals (Ress- region of the OB. Likewise, genetic elimination of ephrin-
ler et al., 1994; Vassar et al., 1994), was more dramati- A molecules posteriorizes the targeting of those same
axons.cally visualized by reporter tagging of individual OR
Cell
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Figure 2. Schematic of Connections in the
Olfactory Bulb
Individual olfactory neurons are initially dis-
tributed in the olfactory epithelium. Axons on
cells expressing the same receptor (green or
orange) fasiculate before reaching their target
glomeruli. Mitral cells, the major output neu-
rons of the olfactory bulb, and external tufted
cells that project between mirror-symmetric
medial and lateral glomeruli receiving input
from the same receptor are shown. The short
axon (SA cells) that mediate center-surround
refinement of olfactory signals are indicated
in blue. Other major neuronal cells that sur-
round the glomeruli and axonal projections
of some cells are eliminated for clarity.
The convergence of axons derived from cells con- expressed receptors project to dorsal regions of the
OB. Moreover, highly homologous receptors project totaining the same OR serves to segregate these pro-
jections from those of other cells that may express re- glomeruli that are closely juxtaposed in the OB (Strot-
mann et al., 2000). This distribution is consistent withceptors with nearly identical amino acid sequence
(Strotmann et al., 2000). This near-perfect convergence the presence of clustered odorant responses in distinct
regions of the bulb (Belluscio and Katz, 2001; Meistercan be perturbed by a variety of factors. Frequently,
the expression of reporters from a bicistronic message and Bonhoeffer, 2001; Mori et al., 1992). Taken together,
these observations suggest that a center-surroundresults in axons that target adjacent to the glomerulus
receiving innervation from native receptor. These axons mechanism, like that observed in retinal processing,
might be used to sharpen the response profile of outputmay fail to integrate into the native glomerulus due to
alterations in the level of OR protein or reduced neuronal neurons in this system. Recently, elegant physiology
and dye labeling experiments have provided direct dem-activity (Zhao and Reed, 2001; Zheng et al., 2000). A
model of activity-dependent competition of olfactory onstration that so called “short axon” cells that surround
the glomerular processing centers send axons up to 20neurons for glomerular targeting and cell survival sug-
gests that the projection of axons to their eventual tar- glomeruli away to mediate a center-surround mecha-
nism (Aungst et al., 2003) (Figure 2).gets is hardwired but that odor environment may con-
tribute to the refinement of connections and segregation In addition to local signal processing in the OB de-
scribed above, long-range connections appear to con-of axons expressing the same receptor (Zhao and
Reed, 2001). tribute to signal processing in this system. Recently,
one example of these connections has been studied inThe capacity of the vertebrate olfactory system to
collect and accurately process sensory information is conjunction with genetically identified glomeruli receiv-
ing projections from cells expressing a single OR geneeven more remarkable in light of the continual replace-
ment of primary olfactory neurons throughout adult life. (Belluscio et al., 2002). One class of second order neu-
rons in the bulb, the external tufted cells (Figure 2), haveThe maintenance of a consistent odor perception over
time requires that each new neuron project an axon to dendritic arborizations in one labeled glomerulus and
extend their axons across the bulb to the correspondingthe appropriate location in the olfactory bulb. Experi-
ments in which the neurons expressing a particular re- genetically labeled glomerulus on the medial side. A set
of tufted cells underlying the labeled, medial glomerulusceptor are ablated until late in postnatal development
suggest that the capacity to organize a glomerulus is establishes a similar, reciprocal connection with the cor-
responding glomerulus on the lateral surface. Althoughretained by the axons of the primary olfactory neurons
even in the adult (Gogos et al., 2000). the role of this circuitry has not been established, it may
further refine the selectivity of the response and reduce
noise in the system.Organization within the Olfactory Bulb
The principles that organize connections within the
mammalian olfactory bulb remain a subject of intense The Next Frontier—Organization of Olfactory
Cortical Areasinvestigation. The existence of zones or receptor ex-
pression domains in the olfactory epithelium imparts The mitral cell axons that exit the olfactory bulb project
to multiple areas of olfactory cortex, each with distincta crude topographic organization in which dorsal-
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Kim, M.M., Frisen, J., and Axel, R. (2003). Axonal ephrin-As and
will be required to map this circuitry and elucidate the odorant receptors: coordinate determination of the olfactory sen-
underlying mechanisms of olfactory coding. Understand- sory map. Cell 114, 311–322.
ing how the brain represents complex olfactory stimuli Dhallan, R.S., Yau, K.W., Schrader, K.A., and Reed, R.R. (1990).
to generate a conscious perception fueled the efforts Primary structure and functional expression of a cyclic nucleotide-
of Buck and Axel to identify receptors more than a de- activated channel from olfactory neurons. Nature 347, 184–187.
cade ago and now represents one of the greatest, and Firestein, S., Darrow, B., and Shepherd, G.M. (1991). Activation of
the sensory current in salamander olfactory receptor neurons de-perhaps attainable, challenges in the field.
pends on a G protein-mediated cAMP second messenger system.
Neuron 6, 825–835.
Conclusion
Fox, A.N., Pitts, R.J., Robertson, H.M., Carlson, J.R., and Zwiebel,
While a complete understanding of olfactory perception L.J. (2001). Candidate odorant receptors from the malaria vector
that fascinated Lewis Thomas has not yet been achieved, mosquito Anopheles gambiae and evidence of down-regulation in
the integration of molecular, physiological, and anatomi- response to blood feeding. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 98, 14693–
14697.cal approaches has peeled away many mysteries in this
sensory system. We are beginning to appreciate the Freitag, J., Krieger, J., Strotmann, J., and Breer, H. (1995). Two
classes of olfactory receptors in Xenopus laevis. Neuron 15, 1383–central role of the olfactory receptors in defining the
1392.responses of individual cells and the organization of
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(2000). Genetic ablation and restoration of the olfactory topographiclenges that await olfactory researchers, elucidating the
map. Cell 103, 609–620.processes utilized by the brain to read the patterns pres-
Griff, I.C., and Reed, R.R. (1995). The genetic basis for specificent in the olfactory bulb and develop a perception of
anosmia to isovaleric acid in the mouse. Cell 83, 407–414.simple and complex smells, are far more complex. The
Jones, D.T., and Reed, R.R. (1989). Golf: an olfactory neuron spe-achievement of this goal, requiring creativity and inter-
cific-G protein involved in odorant signal transduction. Science
disciplinary approaches, may finally reveal the inner 244, 790–795.
workings of this wondrous sensory system and the
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